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Abstract—The growing size of modern storage systems is
expected to exceed billions of objects, making metadata scalability
critical to overall performance. Many existing distributed file
systems only focus on providing highly parallel fast access to
file data, and lack a scalable metadata service. In this paper,
we introduce a middleware design called IndexFS that adds
support to existing file systems such as PVFS, Lustre, and
HDFS for scalable high-performance operations on metadata
and small files. IndexFS uses a table-based architecture that
incrementally partitions the namespace on a per-directory basis,
preserving server and disk locality for small directories. An
optimized log-structured layout is used to store metadata and
small files efficiently. We also propose two client-based stormfree caching techniques: bulk namespace insertion for creation
intensive workloads such as N-N checkpointing; and stateless
consistent metadata caching for hot spot mitigation. By combining
these techniques, we have demonstrated IndexFS scaled to 128
metadata servers. Experiments show our out-of-core metadata
throughput out-performing existing solutions such as PVFS,
Lustre, and HDFS by 50% to two orders of magnitude.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Lack of a highly scalable and parallel metadata service
is becoming an important performance bottleneck for many
distributed file systems in both the data intensive scalable
computing (DISC) world [26] and the high performance computing (HPC) world [32], [40]. This is because most cluster
file systems are optimized mainly for scaling the data path
(i.e., providing high bandwidth parallel I/O to files that are
gigabytes in size) and have limited metadata management
scalability. They either use a single centralized metadata server,
or a federation of metadata servers that statically partition the
namespace (e.g., Hadoop Federated HDFS [26], PVFS [46],
Panasas PanFS [62], and Lustre [34]).
Limited metadata scalability handicaps massively parallel applications that require concurrent and high-performance
metadata operations. One such application, file-per-process (NN) checkpointing, requires the metadata service to handle a
huge number of file creates all at the beginning of the checkpoint [9]. Another example, storage management, produces
a read-intensive metadata workload that typically scans the
metadata of the entire file system to perform administrative
tasks [28], [30]. Finally, even in the era of big data, most files
in even the largest cluster file systems are small [19], [61],
where median file size is often only hundreds of kilobytes.
Scalable storage systems should expect the number of small
files stored to exceed billions, a known challenge for many
existing file systems [44].
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We envision a scalable metadata service that provides
distributed file system namespace support to meet the needs of
parallel applications. Our design is driven by recent workload
studies on traces from several academic and industry clusters
[19], [48], [61]. We observed a heavy-tailed distribution in
many structural characteristics of file system metadata such
as file size, directory size, and directory depth. For example,
many storage systems have median file size smaller than 64KB,
even as the largest file size can be several terabytes. Nearly
90% of directories in these storage systems are small, having
fewer than 128 directory entries. But a few of the largest
directories can have more than a million entries. In terms of
file system metadata operations, read-only operations on files
and directories such as open for read, stat and readdir
are the most popular operations [48].
Based on the workload analysis, we propose two mechanisms to load balance file system metadata access across
servers. The first mechanism is to partition the namespace at
the granularity of a directory subset and dynamically splits
large directories to achieve load balance. The splitting of a
large directory is based on GIGA+ [44], a technique that
preserves disk locality of small directories for fast readdir
and enables parallel access to large directories. The second
mechanism is to maintain metadata caches on the client with
minimal server state to reduce unnecessary requests to metadata servers during path resolution and permission validation.
This prevents servers from tracking and synchronizing a large
number of states.
Prior file systems store metadata out-of-core using 30-year
old on-disk data structures (such as inode and directories) that
suffer many disk seeks during metadata intensive workloads
[36], [15], [47]. The need for a more efficient out-of-core
representation of directory entries motivated us to develop a
novel metadata layout using a column-based, log-structured
approach [14], [42], [49]. All file system metadata (including
directories and inode attributes) and the data for small files are
packed into a few log files, along with fine-grained indexing
to speed up lookup and scan operations. This organization
facilitates high-speed metadata creates, lookups, and scans,
even in a single-node local file system [47].
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we implemented a prototype middleware service called IndexFS that
incorporates the above namespace distribution and caching
mechanisms as well as the on-disk metadata representation.
Existing cluster file systems, such as PVFS, HDFS, Lustre,
and PanFS, can benefit from IndexFS without requiring any
modifications to the original system. We evaluated the prototype on multiple clusters consisting of up to 128 machines. Our
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Fig. 1: The IndexFS metadata system is middleware layered
on top of an existing cluster file system deployment (such as
PVFS or Lustre) to improve metadata and small file operation
efficiency. It reuses the data path of the underlying file system
and packs directory entries, file attributes and small file data
into large immutable files (SSTables) that are stored in the
underlying file system.

results show promising scalability and performance: IndexFS,
layered on top of PVFS, HDFS, Lustre, and PanFS, can scale
almost linearly to 128 metadata servers, performs 3000 to
10,000 operations per second per machine, and outperforms the
underlying file system by 50% up to two orders of magnitude
as the number of servers scales in various metadata intensive
workloads.
II.

D ESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

IndexFS is middleware inserted into existing deployments
of cluster file systems to improve metadata efficiency while
maintaining high I/O bandwidth for data transfers. Figure 1
presents the overall architecture of IndexFS. The system uses
a client-server architecture:
IndexFS Client: Applications interact with our middleware through a library directly linked into the application,
through the FUSE user-level file system [2], or through a
module in a common library, such as MPI-IO [17]. Clientside code redirects applications’ file operations to the appropriate destination according to the type of operation. Metadata
requests (e.g., create and mkdir), and data requests on
small files with size less than 64KB (e.g., read and write),
are handled by the metadata indexing module that sends these
requests to the appropriate IndexFS server. For data operations
on large files, client code redirects read requests directly to the
underlying cluster file system to take full advantage of parallel
I/O bandwidth. A newly created but growing file may be transparently reopened in the underlying file system by the client
module. When a large file is reopened in the underlying file
system for write, some of its attributes (e.g., file size and last
access time) may change relative to IndexFS’s per-open copy
of the attributes. The IndexFS server will capture these changes
on file close using the metadata path. IndexFS clients employ
several caches to enhance performance for frequently accessed
metadata such as directory entries, directory server mappings,
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Fig. 2: The figure shows how IndexFS distributes a file system
directory tree evenly into four metadata servers. Path traversal
makes some directories (e.g. root directory) more frequently
accessed than others. Thus stateless directory caching is used
to mitigate these hot spots.

and complete subtrees for (writeback) bulk-insertion. Details
about these caches will be discussed in later sections.
IndexFS Server: IndexFS employs a layered architecture
as shown in Figure 1. Each server owns and manages a
non-overlapping portion of file system metadata, and packs
metadata and small file data into large flat files stored in the
underlying shared cluster file system. File system metadata
is distributed across servers at the granularity of a subset
of a directory’s entries. Large directories are incrementally
partitioned when their size exceeds a threshold. The module
that packs metadata and small file data into large immutable
sorted files (SSTables) uses a data structure called a logstructured merge (LSM) tree [42]. Since LSM trees convert
random updates into sequential writes, they greatly improve
performance for metadata creation intensive workloads. For
durability, IndexFS relies on the underlying distributed file system to replicate or RAID encode the LSM tree’s SSTable files
and write-ahead logs. Details about fault tolerance techniques
used in IndexFS is presented in Section II-E.
A. Dynamic Namespace Partitioning
IndexFS uses a dynamic namespace partitioning policy
to distribute both directories and directory entries across all
metadata servers. Unlike prior works that partition file system
namespace based on a collection of directories that form a
sub-tree [20], [60], our namespace partitioning works at the
directory subset granularity. Figure 2 shows an example of
distributing a file system tree to four IndexFS metadata servers.
Each directory is assigned to an initial metadata server when
it is created. The directory entries of all files in that directory
are initially stored in the same server. This works well for
small directories (e.g., 90% of directories have fewer than
128 entries in many cluster file system instances [61]) since
storing directory entries together preserves locality for scan
operations such as readdir. The initial server assignment
of a directory is done through random server selection. To
reduce the variance in the number of directory entries stored
in metadata servers, we also adapt the “power of two choices”
load balancing technique [37] to the initial server assignment.
This technique assigns each directory by probing two random
servers and placing the directory on the server with fewer
stored directory entries.

For the few directories that grow to a large number of
entries, IndexFS uses the GIGA+ binary splitting technique to
distribute directory entries over multiple servers [44]. Each
directory entry is hashed to uniformly map it into a large
hash-space that is range partitioned. GIGA+ incrementally
splits a directory in proportion to its size: a directory starts
small, on a single server that manages its entire hash-range.
As the directory grows, GIGA+ splits the hash-range into
halves and assigns the second half of the hash-range to another
metadata server. As these hash-ranges gain more directory
entries, they can be further split until the directory is using
all metadata servers. This splitting stops after each server
owns at least one partition of the distributed directory. IndexFS
servers maintain and clients opportunistically cache a partitionto-server mapping to locate entries of distributed directories.
These mappings are inconsistently cached at the clients to
avoid cache consistency traffic; stale mappings are corrected
by any server inappropriately accessed [43], [44].
B. Stateless Directory Caching
To implement POSIX file I/O semantics many metadata
operations are required for each ancestor directory to perform
pathname traversal and permission checking. This requires
many RPC round trips if each check must find the appropriate
IndexFS server for the directory entry subset that should
contain this pathname component. IndexFS’ GIGA+ removes
almost all RPC round trips associated with finding the correct
server by caching mappings of directory partition to server that
tolerates inconsistency; stale mappings may send some RPCs
to the wrong server, but that server can correct some or all
of the client’s stale map entries [44]. By using an inconsistent
client cache, servers never need to determine which clients
contain correct or stale mappings, eliminating the storms of
cache updates or invalidation messages that occur in large scale
systems with consistent caches and frequent write sharing [29],
[51], [59].
Once the IndexFS servers are known, there is still a need
for RPCs to test existence and permissions for each pathname
component because GIGA+ caches only server locations. And
this access pattern is not well balanced across metadata servers
because pathname components near the top of the file namespace tree are accessed much more frequently than those lower
in the tree (see Figure 2). IndexFS maintains a consistent
client cache of pathname components and their permissions
(but not their attributes) without incurring invalidation storms
by assigning short term leases to each pathname component
offered to a client and delaying any modification until the
largest lease expires. This allows IndexFS servers to record
only the largest lease expiration time with any pathname
component in its memory and not per-client cache states. The
server pins the entry in its memory and blocks updates until
all leases have expired. This is a small amount of additional
IndexFS server state (only one or two variables for each
directory entry) and it does not cause invalidation storm.
Any operation that wants to modify the server’s copy of
a pathname component, which is a directory entry in the
IndexFS server, blocks operations that want to extend a lease
(or returns a non-cacheable copy of the pathname component information) and waits for outstanding leases to expire.
Although this may incur higher latency for these mutation

operations, client latency for non-mutation operations, memory
and network resource consumptions are greatly reduced. This
method assumes the clock on all machines are synchronized,
which is commonly achievable in modern data centers [11],
[16].
We investigate several policies for the lease duration for
individual cached entries. The simplest is to use a fixed
time interval (e.g., 200ms) for each lease. However, some
directories, such as those at the top of the namespace tree,
are frequently accessed and unlikely to be modified, so the
lease duration for these directory entries benefits from being
extended. Our non-fixed policies use two indicators to adjust
the lease duration: one is the depth tree of the directory
(e.g., 3sec/depth), and the other is the recent read to write
(mutation) ratio for the directory entry. This ratio is measured
only for directory entries cached in the metadata server’s
memory. Because newly created/cached directory entries do
not have an access history, we set the lease duration L/depth
where L = 3s in our experiments. For directory entires that
have history in the server’s memory, we use a exponential
weighted moving average (EWMA) to estimate the read and
write ratio [4]. Suppose that r and w are the recent counts
of read and write requests respectively, then the offered lease
r
duration is w+r
· Lr , where Lr = 1s in our experiments.
This policy ensures that read-intensive directory entries will get
longer lease duration than the write-intensive directory entries.
C. Log-Structured Metadata Storage Format
Our IndexFS metadata storage backend implements a LSM
tree [42], using the LevelDB open source library [31], to
pack metadata and small files into megabyte or larger chunks
in the underlying cluster file system. LevelDB provides a
simple key-value store interface that supports point queries and
range queries. LevelDB accumulates the most recent changes
inside an in-memory buffer and appends change to a writeahead log for fault tolerance. When the total size of the
changes to the in-memory buffer exceeds a threshold (e.g., 16
MB), these changed entries are sorted, indexed, and written
to disk as an immutable file called an SSTable (sorted string
table) [14]. These entries may then be candidates for LRU
replacement in the in-memory buffer and reloaded later by
searching SSTables on disk, until the first match occurs (the
SSTables are searched most recent to oldest). The number
of SSTables that are searched is reduced by maintaining the
minimum and maximum key value and a Bloom filter [10]
for each SSTable. However, over time, the cost of finding a
LevelDB record that is not in memory increases. Compaction is
the process of combining multiple overlapping range SSTables
into a number of disjoint range SSTables by merge sort.
Compaction is used to decrease the number of SSTables that
might share any record, to increase the sequentiality of data
stored in SSTables, and reclaim deleted or overwritten entries.
We now discuss how IndexFS uses LevelDB to store metadata.
We also describe the modifications we made to LevelDB to
support directory splitting and bulk insertion.
Metadata Schema: Similar to our prior work on TableFS
[47], IndexFS embeds inode attributes and small files with
directory entries and stores them into a single LSM tree with an
entry for each file and directory. The basic design of using an
LSM tree to implement local file system operations is covered

Name, Attributes, Mapping|File Data|File Link

TABLE I: The schema of keys and values used by IndexFS.
Only the value of a directory contains the “mapping” data,
which is used to locate the server of a directory partition.

in TableFS [47], so here we only discuss the design details
relevant to IndexFS. To translate the hierarchical structure of
the file system namespace into key-value pairs, a 192-bit key is
chosen to consist of the 64-bit inode number of a entry’s parent
directory and a 128-bit hash value of its filename string (final
component of its pathname), as shown in Table I. The value
of an entry contains the file’s (unhashed) filename and inode
attributes, such as inode number, ownership, access mode, file
size, timestamps (struct stat in POSIX). For small files whose
size is less than T (default is 64KB) the value field also embeds
the file’s data. For large files, the file data field in a file row
of the table is replaced by a symbolic link pointing to the
actual file object in the underlying distributed file system. The
advantage of embedding small file data is to reduce random
disk reads for lookup operations like getattr and read for
small files, (i.e., when the users’ working set cannot be fully
cached in memory). However, this brings additional overhead
during LSM Tree’s compaction since embedding small files
increases the data volume processed by each compaction.
Column-Style Table for Faster Insertion: Some applications, such as checkpointing, prefer fast insertion performance or fast pathname lookup rather than fast directory list
performance. To better support such applications, IndexFS
uses a second LSM table schema, called column-style, that
speeds up the throughput of insertion, modification, and singleentry lookup. With this second smaller table for the most
important operations, IndexFS can disable compaction of the
full metadata table.
As shown in Figure 3, IndexFS’s column-style schema adds
a second index table sorted on the same key, stores only the
final pathname component string, permissions and a pointer
(to the most recent corresponding record in the full metadata
table). Like a secondary index, this table is smaller than the full
table, so it caches better and its compactions are less frequent.
It can satisfy lookup and readdir operations, the most important non-mutation metadata accesses, without dereferencing
the pointer. But it cannot statisfy stat and read without one
more SSTable reference. IndexFS eliminates compaction in the
full table (rarely, if ever, compacting the full table). Eliminating
compaction speeds up insertion intensive workloads significantly (see Section III-D). Moreover, because the index table
contains a pointer (log ID and offset in the appropriate log file),
and because each mutation of a directory entry or its embedded
data rewrites the entire row of the full table, there will only
be one disk read if a non-mutation access is not satisfied in
the index table, speeding up single file metadata accesses that
miss in cache relative to the standard LevelDB multiple level
search. The disadvantage of this approach is that the full table,
as a collection of uncompacted log files, will not be in sorted
order on disk, so scans that cannot be satisfied in the index
table will be more expensive. Cleaning of no longer referenced
rows in the full table and resorting by primary key (if needed
at all) can be done by a background defragmentation service.
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Fig. 3: Column-style stores index and log tables separately.
Index tables contain frequently accessed attributes for file
lookups and a pointer to the location of full file metadata in
the most recent log file. Index tables are compacted while log
tables are not, reducing the total work for IndexFS.

Partition Splitting and Migration: IndexFS uses a faster
technique for splitting a directory partition than is used by
GIGA+. The immutability of SSTables in LevelDB makes
fast bulk insertion possible – a SSTable whose range does
not overlap any part of a current LSM tree can be added to
LevelDB (as another file at level 0) without its data being
pushed through the write-ahead log, in-memory cache, or
compaction process. To take advantage of this opportunity, we
extended LevelDB to support a three-phase directory partition
split operation:
•

Phase 1: The server initiating the split locks the
directory (range) and then performs a range scan on
its LevelDB instance to find all entries in the hashrange that needs to be moved to another server. Instead
of packing these into an RPC message, the results of
this scan are written in SSTable format to a file in the
underlying distributed file system.

•

Phase 2: The split initiator sends the split receiver
the path to the SSTable-format split file in small RPC
message. Since this file is stored in shared storage, the
split receiver directly inserts it as a symbolic link into
its LevelDB tree structure without actually copying the
file. The insertion of the file into the split receiver is
the commit part of the split transaction.

•

Phase 3: The final step is a clean-up phase: after the
split receiver completes the bulk insert operation, it
notifies the initiator, who deletes the migrated keyrange from its LevelDB instance, unlocks the range,
and begins responding to clients with a redirection for
file in this range.

For the column-style storage schema, only index tables
need to be extracted and bulk inserted at the split receiver.
Data files, stored in the underlying shared distributed file
systems, can be accessed by any metadata server. In our
current implementation, there is a dedicated background thread
that maintains a queue of splitting tasks to throttle directory
splitting to only one split at a time. This is a simple way to
reduce lock conflicts caused by multiple concurrent splits and
migitate the variance in throughput and latency experienced
by clients.

D. Metadata Bulk Insertion
Even with scalable metadata partitioning and efficient ondisk metadata representation, the IndexFS metadata server
can only achieve about 10,000 file creates per second in our
testbed cluster. This rate is dwarfed by the speed of non-server
based systems such as the small file mode of the Parallel Log
Structured Filesystem (PLFS [9]) which can achieve millions
of file creates per second [57], [22]. Inspired by the metadata
client caching and bulk insertion techniques we used for
directory splitting, IndexFS implements write back caching at
the client for creation of new directory subtrees. This technique
may be viewed as an extension of Lustre’s directory callbacks
[51]. By using bulk insertion, IndexFS strives to match PLFS’s
create performance.
Since metadata in IndexFS is physically stored as SSTables,
IndexFS clients can complete creation locally if the file is
known to be new and later bulk insert all the file creation
operations into IndexFS using a single SSTable insertion. This
eliminates the one-RPC-per-file-create overhead in IndexFS
allowing new files to be created much faster and enabling
total throughput to scale linearly with the number of clients
instead of the number of servers. To enable this technique, each
IndexFS client is equipped with an embedded metadata storage
backend library that can perform local metadata operations and
spill SSTables to the underlying shared file system. As IndexFS
servers are already capable of merging external SSTables,
support at the server-side is straightforward.
Although client-side writeback caching of metadata can
deliver ultra high throughput bulk insertion, global file system
semantics may no longer be guaranteed without server-side
coordination. For example, if the client-side creation code fails
to ensure permissions, the IndexFS server can detect this as
it first parses an SSTable bulk-inserted by a client. Although
file system rules are ultimately enforced, error status for
rejected creates will not be delivered back to the corresponding
application code at the open call site, and could go undetected
in error logs. Quota control for the (tiny fraction of) space used
by metadata will be similarly impacted, while data writes to
the underlying file system can still be growth limited normally.
IndexFS extends its lease-based cache consistent protocol
to provide the expected global semantics. An IndexFS client
wanting to use writeback caching and bulk insertion to speed
up the creation of new subtrees issues a mkdir with a special
flag “LOCALIZE”, which causes an IndexFS server to create
the directory and return it with a renewable write lease. During
the write lease period, all files (or subdirectories) created inside
such directories will be exclusively served and recorded by
the client itself. Before the lease expires, the IndexFS client
must return the corresponding subtree to the server, in the
form of an SSTable, through the underlying cluster file system.
After the lease expires, all bulk inserted directory entries will
become visible to all other clients. While the best creation
performance will be achieved if the IndexFS client renews its
lease many times, it may not delay bulk insertion arbitrarily.
If another client asks for access to the localized subtree, the
IndexFS server will deny future write lease renewals so that
the writing client needs to complete its remaining bulk inserts
quickly. If multiple clients want to cooperatively localize file
creates inside the same directory, IndexFS mkdir can use
a “SHARED_LOCALIZE” flag, and conflicting bulk inserts

will be resolved at the servers arbitrarily (but predictively)
later. As bulk insertion cannot help data intensive workloads,
IndexFS clients automatically “expire” leases once significant
data writing is detected.
Inside a localized directory, an application is able to
perform all metadata operations. For example, rename is
supported locally but can only move files within the localized directory. Any operation not compatible with localized
directories can be executed if the directory is bulk inserted to
the server and its lease expired.
E. Fault Tolerance
IndexFS is designed as middleware layered on top of an underlying failure-tolerant and distributed file system. IndexFS’s
fault tolerance strategy is to push states into the underlying
file system – large data into files, metadata into SSTables
and recent changes into write-ahead logs (WAL). The IndexFS
server processes are monitored by standby server processes that
are prepared to replace failed server processes. Zookeeper, a
quorum consensus replicated database, is used to store (as a
lease) the location of each primary server [27]. Each IndexFS
metadata server maintains a separate write-ahead log that
records mutation operations such as file creates and renames.
When a server crashes, its write-ahead log can be replayed by
a standby server to recover consistent state.
Leases for client directory entry caching are not durable.
A standby server restarting from logs blocks mutations for the
largest possible timeout interval. The first lease for a localized
directory should be logged in the write-ahead log so a standby
server will be prepared for a client writing back its local
changes as a bulk insert.
Some metadata operations, including directory splitting and
rename operations, require a distributed transaction protocol
These are implemented as a two-phase distributed transaction
with failure protection from write-ahead logging in source and
destination servers and eventual garbage collection of resource
orphaned by failures. Directory renaming is more complicated
than directory splitting because it requires multiple locks on
the ancestor directories to prevent an orphaned loop [20]. Since
this problem is beyond the scope of this paper, our current
prototype has a limited-functionality rename operation that
supports renaming only files and leaf directories.
IndexFS supports two modes of write-ahead logging: synchronous mode and asynchronous mode. The synchronous
mode will group commit a number of metadata operations to
disk to make them persistent. The asynchronous mode instead
buffers log records in memory and flushes these records when
a time (default 5 seconds) or size threshold (default 16KB) is
exceeded. The asynchronous mode may lose data when a crash
happens but provides much higher ingestion throughput than
synchronous mode. Because most local file systems default to
asynchronous mode, it is also our default in the experiments
below.
III.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

The prototype of IndexFS is implemented in about 10,000
lines of C++ code using a modular design that is easily
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layered on existing cluster file systems such as HDFS [26],
Lustre [34], PVFS [13], and PanFS [62]. Our current version
implements the most common POSIX file system operations
except hardlink and xattr operations. Some failure recovery mechanisms, such as replaying write-ahead logs, are
not implemented yet.
All experiments are performed on one of three clusters.
Table II describes the hardware and software configurations
of the three clusters. The first cluster is a 128-node cluster
taken from the 1000-node PRObE Kodiak cluster [25]. It is
used to evaluate IndexFS’s scaling performance and design
trade-offs. In this cluster, IndexFS is layered on top of PVFS
or HDFS, and its performance is compared against PVFS
and HDFS. The second cluster (PRObE Susitna [25]) and
the third cluster (LANL Smog [33]) are used to evaluate
IndexFS’s portability to PanFS and Lustre respectively. In all
experiments, clients and servers are distributed over the same
machines, every machine runs one or more client processes and
a server process. The client uses an IndexFS library API, and
the threshold for splitting a partition is always 2,000 entries.
In asynchronous commit mode, the IndexFS server flushes its
write ahead log every 5 seconds or every 16KB (similar to
Linux local file systems like Ext4 and XFS [35], [56]). All
tests were run for at least three times and the coefficient of
variation of results is less than 2%.
A. Large Directory Scaling
This section shows how IndexFS scales to support large
directories over multiple Kodiak servers. To understand its dynamic partitioning behavior, we start with a synthetic mdtest
benchmark [3] to insert zero-byte files into a single shared
directory [60], [44]. We generated a three-phase workload.
The first phase is a concurrent create workload in which eight
client processes on each node simultaneously create files in a
common directory. The number of files created is proportional
to the number of nodes: each node creates 1 million files, so
128 million files are created on 128 nodes. The second phase
performs stat on random files in this large directory. Each
client process performs 125,000 stat calls. The third phase
deletes all files in this directory in a random order.
Figure 4 plots aggregated operation throughput, in file
creates per second, averaged over the first phase of the benchmark as a function of the number of servers (1 server and 8
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Fig. 5: IndexFS achieves steady throughput after distributing
one directory hash range to each available server. After scaleout, throughput variation is caused by the compaction process
in LevelDB. Peak throughput degrades over time because the
total size of the metadata table is growing so negative lookups
do more disk accesses.
client processes per node). IndexFS with SSTables and writeahead logs stored in PVFS scales linearly up to 128 servers.
IndexFS in this experiment uses only one LevelDB table to
store metadata (without using column-style storage schema).
With 128 servers, IndexFS can sustain a peak throughput of
about 842,000 file creates per second, two orders of magnitude
faster than current single server solutions.
Figure 4 also compares IndexFS with the scalability of
Ceph and PVFS. PVFS is measured in the same Kodiak
cluster, but since PVFS’s metadata servers uses a transactional
database (BerkeleyDB) for durability, which is stronger than
IndexFS or Ceph, we let it store its records in a RAM disk to
achieve better performance. When layered on top of Ext3 with
hard disks, 128 PVFS servers only achieve one hundred creates
per second. For Ceph, Figure 4 reuses numbers from the
original paper [60] 1 . Still their experiments were performed
on a cluster with a similar hardware and configuration. The
reason that IndexFS outperforms other file systems is largely
due to the use of log structured metadata layout.
1 The directory splitting function in the latest version of Ceph is not stable.
According to Ceph developers, the dynamic splitting function of current
version of Ceph is often disabled when testing multiple metadata servers.
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Figure 5 shows the instantaneous creation throughput during the concurrent create workload. IndexFS delivers peak
performance after the directory has become large enough to
be striped on all servers according to the GIGA+ splitting
policy. During the steady state, throughput slowly drops as
LevelDB builds a larger metadata store. This is because when
there are more entries already existing in LevelDB, performing
a negative lookup before each create has to search more
SSTables on disk. The variation of the throughput during
the steady state is caused by the compaction procedure in
LevelDB. Section III-D wil discuss reducing compaction in
IndexFS with column-style schema.
IndexFS also demonstrated scalable performance for the
concurrent lookup workload, delivering a throughput of more
than 1,161,000 file lookups per second for our 128 server
configuration. Good lookup performance is expected because
the first few lookups fetch the directory partitions from disk
into the buffer cache and the disk is not used after that.
Deletion throughput for 128 server nodes is about 930,000
operations per second.
B. Metadata Client Caching
To evaluate IndexFS’s client-side metadata caching, we
replay a workload trace that records metadata operations issued
to the namenode of a LinkedIn HDFS cluster covering an entire
24-hour period. An HDFS trace is used because it is the largest
dynamic trace available to us. This LinkedIn HDFS cluster
consisted of about 1000 machines, and its namenode during the
trace accessed about 1.9 million directories and 11.4 million
files. The trace captures 145 million metadata operations of
which, 84% are lookup operations (e.g., open and getattr),
9% are create operations (including create and mkdir), and
the rest (7%) are update operations (e.g., chmod, delete
and rename). Because HDFS metadata operations do not
use relative addressing, each will do full pathname translation,
making this trace pessimistic for IndexFS and other POSIXlike file systems.
Based on this trace, we created a two-phase workload. The
first phase is to re-create the file system namespace based on
the pathnames referenced in the trace. Since this benchmark
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Fig. 6: Average aggregate throughput of replaying 1 million
operations per metadata server on different number of nodes
using a one-day trace from a LinkedIn HDFS cluster.
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Fig. 7: Latency distribution of update operations (a) and
lookup operations (b) under different caching policies (6.4e2
means 6.4 × 102 ). Rate-based policy offers the best average
and 99% latency which yields higher aggregate throughput.

focuses on metadata operations, all created files have no data
contents. The file system namespace is re-created by multiple
clients in parallel in a depth-first order. In the second phase, the
first 128 million metadata operations recorded in the original
trace are replayed against the tested system. During the second
phase, eight client processes are running on each node to
replay the trace concurrently. The trace is divided into blocks
of subsequent operations, in which each block consists of
200 metadata operations. These trace blocks are assigned to
the replay clients in a round-robin, time-ordered fashion. The
replay phase is a metadata read intensive workload that stresses
load balancing and per-query metadata read performance of the
tested systems. IndexFS in this section uses the LevelDB-only
metadata schema.
Figure 6 shows the aggregated throughput of the tested
system averaged over the replay phase at different cluster
scales ranging from 8 servers to 128 servers. In this experiment, we compare IndexFS with three client cache policies
for the duration of directory entry leases: fixed duration (100
milliseconds and 1 second), tree-based duration (3/depth
r
seconds). The
seconds), and rate-based hybrid duration ( w+r
duration of all rate-based leases and most tree-based lease
is shorter than 1 second. We also compare against IndexFS
without directory entry caching and PVFS on tmpfs.

Figure 7 plots the latency distribution of lookup operations
(e.g., getattr), and update operations (e.g., chmod) in the
128-node test. We can see that the rate-based case has the
lowest median latencies and better 99th percentile latencies
than all other policies. Its maximum write latency is higher
than that of a fixed 100ms duration policy, because the rate
based policy poorly predicts write frequencies of a few directory entries. PVFS has better 40th percentile lookup latency
versus IndexFS because PVFS clients cache file attributes but
IndexFS clients do not; they cache name and permissions only.
For getattr operation, IndexFS clients need at least one
RPC, while the PVFS client may directly find all attributes in
its local cache.
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The reason that the aggregate throughput of rate based
caching is higher than the other policy is because it provides
more accurate predictions for the lease duration. Since this
workload is metadata read intensive, longer average lease
duration can effectively reduce the number of unnecessary
lookup RPCs between client and servers. So fixed duration
caching with 1 second leases has higher average throughput
than 100 millisecond leases. When increasing fixed duration
lease to be 2 seconds and 4 seconds (not shown in the
figure), the average throughput actually decreases because
the latency delay of mutation operations now becomes more
significant. On the contrary, the rate-based caching provides
similiar average latency as 1 second fixed duration lease but
has better control over the tail latency of mutation operations.
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From Figure 6, we can see that IndexFS performance
does not scale without client-based directory entry caching
because performance is bottlenecked by servers that hold hot
directory entries. Equipped with client caches of directory
entries, all tested systems scale better, and IndexFS with ratebased caching achieves the highest aggregate throughput of
more than 514,000 operations per second; that is, about 4,016
operations per second per server.
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Fig. 8: Per-server and aggregated throughput during mdtest
with IndexFS layered on top of Lustre (on Smog), HDFS (on
Kodiak), and PanFS (on Susitna) on a log scale. HDFS and
Lustre have only one metadata server.

To demonstrate the portability of IndexFS, we run the
mdtest benchmark and checkpoint benchmarks [41] when
layering IndexFS on top of three cluster file systems including
HDFS, Lustre and PanFS. The experiment on HDFS is conducted on the Kodiak cluster with 128 nodes, the experiment
on PanFS is conducted on the smaller Susitna cluster with 5
nodes, and the experiment on Lustre is on a third cluster at Los
Alamos National Laboratory (Smog). The three clusters have
different configurations, so a comparison between systems is
not valid. The setup of the mdtest benchmark is similar to
the one described in Section III-A, and IndexFS uses the fixed
100ms duration metadata caching with LevelDB-only metadata
schema and no client writeback caching.
Figure 8 shows the average per-server and aggregated
throughput during the mdtest benchmarks when layering IndexFS on top of each of the three file systems, and is compared
against the original underlying file systems. HDFS and Lustre
only support one metadata server. PanFS supports a static
partition of the namespace (each subtree at the root directory
is a partition called a volume) over multiple metadata servers.
Thus we compare IndexFS to native PanFS by creating 1
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Fig. 9: The aggregate write throughput for the N-N checkpointing workload. Each machine generates 640 GB of data.
million files in 5 different directories (volumes) owned by 5
independent metadata servers.
For all three configurations and all metadata operations,
IndexFS has made substantial performance improvement over
the underlying distributed file systems by reusing their scalable
client accessible data paths for LSM storage of metadata. The
lookup throughput of IndexFS on top of PanFS is extremely
fast because IndexFS packs metadata into file objects stored
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Fig. 10: Average benchmark bandwidth when inserting 3
million entries with different sizes into the column-style storage
schema and the LevelDB-only on a single Kodiak server.

in PanFS, and PanFS has more aggressive data caching than
HDFS. Compared to native Lustre, IndexFS’s use of LSM
tree improves file creation and deletion. However, for stat, it
achieves only similar per-server performance because Lustre’s
clients also cache attributes of files created in the first phase.
We use Los Alamos National Lab’s filesystem checkpoint
benchmark [41] on Susitna and PanFS storage to test the overhead of our middleware approach on the data-path bandwidth
for large file reads and writes. In the checkpoint benchmark,
N processes independently write a single checkpoint file each
in the same directory; this is called “N-N checkpointing”. All
processes are synchronized using a barrier before and after
writing the checkpoint file. In this test, we also vary the number
of client processes per node from 8 to 32 clients. Each client
process will generate a total of 640GB/#clients amount of
checkpoint data to the underlying file system. The size of
the per-call data buffer is set to be 16KB. For IndexFS, the
checkpoint files generated in the test will first store 64KB in
the metadata table, and then migrate this 64KB and the rest
of the file to the underlying distributed file system. Figure
9 shows the average throughput during the write phase in
the N-N checkpoint workload. IndexFS’s write throughput is
comparable to the native PanFS, with an overhead of at most
3%. Reading these checkpoint files through IndexFS has a
similar small performance overhead.
D. Metadata Storage Backend
In this section, we demonstrate the trade-offs between
the two metadata storage formats used in IndexFS: the two
table column-style storage schema and the one table LevelDB
only schema. We use a two-phase key-value workload that
inserts and reads 3 million entries containing 20-byte keys and
variable length values. The first phase of the workload inserts
3 million entries into an empty table in either a sequential or
random key order. The second phase of the workload reads all
the entries or only the first 1% of entries in a uniformly random
order. This micro-benchmark was run on a single metadata
server node on Kodiak. To ensure that we are testing out-ofRAM performance, we limit the machine’s available memory
to 300MB so the entire data set does not fit in memory.
Insertion Throughput: The column-style schema sustains
an average insert rate of 56,000 320-byte key-value pairs
per second for sequential insertion order, and 52,000 pairs

TABLE III: Average throughput when reading 5 million 320B
entries from the column-style schema and original LevelDBonly on a single Kodiak server.
per second for random insertion order. Figure 10 shows the
insertion bandwidth for different value sizes (disks are fully
saturated in all cases). Column-style is about two to four
times faster than LevelDB-only in all cases. Its insertion
performance is insensitive to the key order because most of its
work is to append key-value pairs into the data file. By only
merge-sorting the much smaller index, column-style incurs
fewer compactions than the LevelDB-only format, significantly
reducing hidden disk traffic.
Read Throughput: Table III shows the average read
throughput in the second phase of the workload (with 320-byte
key-value pairs). The column-style schema is about 60% faster
than LevelDB-only for random read after sequential writes,
but the former is about 10 times slower in the read hot after
random write case. This is because the read pattern does not
match the write pattern in the data files, and unlike LevelDBonly schema, column-style does not sort entries stored in
data files. In this workload, LevelDB-only caches key-value
pairs more effectively than column-style. Therefore, columnstyle is suitable for write critical workloads that are not read
intensive or have read patterns that match the write patterns.
For example, distributed checkpointing, snapshot and backup
workloads are all suitable for column-sytle storage schema.
E. Bulk Insertion and Factor Analysis
This experiment investigates four optimizations contributing to the bulk insertion performance. We break down the
performance difference between the base server-side execution
and the client-side bulk insertion, using the following configurations:
•

IndexFS is the base server-executed operation with
synchronous write-ahead logging in the server;

•

+async enables asynchronous write-ahead logging
(4KB buffer) in the server, increasing the number of
recent operation vulnerable to server failure; this is
almost the configuration used in the experiments of
Section III parts A through C, which flushes the writeahead log every 5 seconds or 16KB.

•

+bulk enables client-side bulk insertion to avoid RPC
overhead with asynchronous client side write ahead
logging;

•

+column-style enables column-style storage schema
in client-side when the client builds SSTables;
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Fig. 11: Contribution of optimizations to bulk insertion
performance on top of PVFS. Optimizations are cumulative.

•

+larger buffer uses a larger buffer (64KB) for writeahead logging, increasing the number of recent operations vulnerable to server failures.

All experiments are run with 8 machines in the Kodiak
cluster, each hosting 16 client processes and 1 IndexFS server
process, a load high enough to benefit from group commits.
The workload we use is the mdtest benchmark used in Section
III-A. We compare the performance of native PVFS (using
tmpfs) with IndexFS layered on top of PVFS (using Ext3
on a disk). Figure 11 shows the performance results. In
general, combining all optimizations improves file creation
performance by 113x compared to original PVFS mounted
on tmpfs. Asynchronous write-ahead logging can bring 13x
improvement to file creation by buffering 4KB of updates
before writing. Bulk insertion avoids overheads incurred by
per-operation RPC to the server and compactions in the server.
This brings another 3x improvement. Using a column-style
storage schema in the client helps with both file creation and
lookup performance since the memory index caches well. The
improvement to file creation speed provided by enlarging the
write-head log buffer increases sub-linearly because it does
not reduce the disk traffic caused by building and writing
SSTables.

Giraffa [5] builds its metadata service on top of a distributed
key value store, HBase [24]. It uses full pathnames as the key
for file metadata by default, and relies on HBase to achieve
load balancing on directory entries, which suffers the hot
directory entries problem IndexFS fixes. Lustre [34] mostly
uses one special machine for all metadata, and is developing a
distributed metadata implementation. IBM GPFS [50] is a symmetric client-as-server file system which distributes mutation
of metadata on shared network storage provided the workload
on each client does not generally share the same directories.
Metadata Caching For many previous distributed file
systems, including PanFS, Lustre, GPFS, and Ceph, clients
employ a name space cache and attribute cache for lookup
and stat operations to speed up path traversal. Most distributed
file systems use cache coherent protocols in which parallel
jobs in large systems suffer cache invalidation storms, causing
PanFS and Lustre to disable caching dynamically. PVFS, like
IndexFS, uses fixed-duration timeout (100 ms) on all cached
entries, but PVFS metadata servers do not block mutation of
a leased cache entry. Lustre offers two modes of metadata
caching depending on different metadata access patterns [51].
One is a writeback metadata caching that allows clients to
access a subtree locally via a journal on the client’s disk. This
mode is similar to bulk insertion used in IndexFS, but IndexFS
clients replicate the metadata in the underlying distributed file
system instead of the client’s local disk enabling failover to a
remote metadata server. Another mode offered by Lustre and
PanFS is to execute all metadata operations on the server side
without any client cache during highly concurrent accesses.
Farsite [20] employs field-level leases and a mechanism called
a disjunctive lease to reduce false sharing of metadata across
clients and mitigate metadata hotspots. This mechanism is
complementary to our approach. However, it maintains more
state about the owner of the lease at the server in order to later
invalidate the lease.

This paper proposes a layered cluster file system to optimize metadata service and to distribute both namespace
and large directories. In this section, we discuss prior work
related to metadata services in modern cluster file systems and
optimized techniques for high-performance metadata.

Large Directories Support A few cluster file systems
have added support for distributing large directories, but most
spread out the large namespace without partitioning any directory. A beta release of OrangeFS, a commercially supported
PVFS distribution, uses a simplified version of GIGA+ to
distribute large directories on several metadata servers [38].
Ceph uses an adaptive partitioning technique for distributing
its metadata and directories on multiple metadata servers [60].
IBM GPFS uses extensible hashing to distribute directories
on different disks on a shared disk subsystem and allows any
client to lock blocks of disk storage [50]. Shared directory
inserts by multiple clients are very slow in GPFS because of
lock contention, and it only delivers high read-only directory
read performance when directory blocks are cached on all
readers [44].

Namespace Distribution PanFS [62] uses a coarsegrained namespace distribution by assigning a subtree (called
a volume) to each metadata server (called a director blade).
PVFS [46] is more fine-grained: it spreads different directories,
even those in the same sub-tree, on different metadata servers.
Ceph [60] dynamically distributes collections of directories
based on server load. The distributed directory service [20]
in Farsite [6] uses tree-structured file identifiers for each file.
It partitions the metadata based on the prefix of file identifiers,
which simplifies the implementation of rename operations.

Metadata On-Disk Layout A novel aspect of this paper
is the use of log-structured, indexed metadata representation
for faster metadata performance. Several recent efforts have
focused on improving external indexing data-structures, such
as bLSM trees [52], stratified B-trees [58], fractal trees [8],
and VT-trees [53]. bLSM trees schedule compaction to bound
the variance of latencies on insertion operations. VT-trees [53]
exploit the sequentiality in the workload by adding another
indirection to avoid merge sorting all aged SSTables during
compaction. Stratified B-trees provides a compact on-disk
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representation to support snapshots. TokuFS [21], similar to
TableFS [47], stores both file system metadata and data blocks
into a fractal tree which utilizes additional on-disk indices
called the fractal cascading index. The improvements from
bLSM and TokuFS are orthogonal to metadata layout used
in IndexFS, and could be integrated into our system.
Small Files Access Optimization It has long been
recognized that small files can be packed into the block
pointer space in inodes [39]. C-FFS [23] takes packing further
and clusters small files, inodes and their parent directory’s
entries in the same disk readahead unit, the track. A variation
on clustering for efficient prefetching is replication of inode
fields in directory entries, as is done in NTFS[18]. Previous
work [12] proposed several techniques to improve small-file
access in PVFS. For example, stuffing file content within an
inode, coalescing metadata commits and prefetching small
file data during stat speed up for small file workloads.
These techniques have been adopted in our implementation
of IndexFS. Facebook’s Haystack [7] uses a log-structured
approach and holds the entire metadata index in memory to
serve workloads with bounded tail latency.
Bulk Loading Optimization Considerable work has been
done to add bulk loading capability to new shared nothing
key value databases. PNUTS [54] has bulk insertion of rangepartitioned tables. It attempts to optimize data movement
between machines and reduce transfer time by adding a
planning phase to gather statistics and automatically tune the
system for future incoming workloads. The distributed keyvalue database Voldemort [55] like IndexFS, partitions bulkloaded data into index files and data files. However, it utilizes
offline MapReduce jobs to construct the indices before bulk
loading. Other databases such as HBase [24] use a similar
approach to bulk load data. The paper on benchmark suites
YCSB++ [45] reports that if range partitioning is not known as
a priori, some databases may incur expensive re-balancing and
merging overhead after bulk insertion is logically complete.
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